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Welcome amazing human, 

If you’re new to the Stand Out Planner I’m pumped that it has landed in your lap—or in your 
hands, or inbox, or been delivered by a unicorn sporting a gold plated horn* 

*always my preferred method of delivery, btw… 

If you have been through this process before and have been waiting for the 2019 version of 
the Stand Out Planner since, well let’s be honest…. Easter, then consider this your snuggly 
welcome back hug. I’m excited to have you dive into this space again. Because of you I’ve 
poured more gems into this years planner for you to sit with. 2019 is going to be unlike any 
other year.

But first, a ‘lil backstory 
(cue flashback scene complete with me wistfully looking out a window of my writers room*) 
*by writers room I mean in the kitchen 
**by kitchen I mean the bane of my existence

This is the fourth year I have crafted this planner and it started as a space for me to unpack 
the year that was and craft what is possible for the year ahead. Clearly I’m not the only 
one whose gotten a tonne of value out of this process with thousands of others around 
the world chasing their own #standoutlife with the use of this planner. I love seeing it 
downloaded and used. Truly, it makes me get the warm ’n fuzzies.

Your planner, your (Stand Out) life

In a world of noise, busy, and relentless change the very thing that we crave the most is 
valuable, soul-enriching space. Space to dream, to reflect, to see opportunity, to dance with 
possibility. This planner is your space where the noise dims slightly and you can swap the 
treadmill of to-do, for the possibility of the new. 

Now 2019 is going to bring all sorts of twists; some planned, others will come at you faster 
than a swooping magpie in spring. What you carve out in these pages are the things that 
will bring you back to what matters when life shows up. 

This is your life, chase down those things that truly matter to you. 

This planner is filled with questions to stretch you. They are an invitation to dive deeper into 
what could be different. It doesn’t stop there though. This year is also going to require work. 
The thing that you crave won’t just turn up on your doorstep—unlike that online shopping 
you forgot you did in a drunken haze on Saturday night—you’ll need to work for it. Defend 
it, map it out, stand up for it. 

What are you waiting for? Now’s the time to grab up your favourite pen, brew (or pour) 
yourself a beverage and get to work. 

Don’t let 2019 happen by chance, engineer it to happen by choice. 

Here’s to turning the quiet whispers of your heart into an orchestral boom.

Love 
Ali xx

alison@pragmaticthinking.com                @alihill                /FromAlisonHill                @alihilltweet



stretch
When you

what’s possible 
you influence  
what’s inevitable
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Before you dive into what 2019 can bring it’s worth spending time to squeeze the lessons 
out of 2018. 

What were some of the great moments of 2018? 

What are you most proud of over the last 12 months? 

What surprised you about 2018?

2018What did it bring?
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In what ways was your heart broken in 2018? 

What did you learn about yourself? About others? 

Who were the people who made a different to your world in 2018? 

2018What did it bring?

Who? What could you do as a random act of kindness for them?
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What did you let go of in 2018? 

 
What did you do this year that you didn’t think you could have? 

2018What did it bring?
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What are you grateful for when you reflect on 2018?

 
What will 2018 stand for? 

2018What did it bring?
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Thanks
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Use this page to unleash your creativity. Draw, write, paint, express what 2018 
was for you. As 2018 becomes part of your past, woven into the history of your 
story; how will you remember 2018?

   

*Seriously, even in the mess there’s magic

2018
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Grateful
for the
adventures 

2018



Well, hey there



alisonhill.com.au/
standoutlife

TUNE IN
ACROSS 

2019

PODCAST



What we can 
choose is  
not to be  
trapped…
we can do  
exactly the  
same things,  
the choice is  
how we  
approach it
- Sarah Wilson  
Ep57 Stand Out Life podcast
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The following questions will get you thinking about actions and opportunities 
for the year ahead:  
What do you need to let go of before you dive into 2019?

What does it mean to you to live a Stand Out Life?
What do you want to make sure you don’t ignore this year? 

In what ways is fear holding you back?

What have you got to rip into and stop procrastinating about?

2019Time to step in
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2019one word

15

What we know is that New Years resolutions are often dead in the water by about 2nd January. 
Even though they were made with the best of intentions they can lead to heart-ache and frustration.  
 
When we shift into thinking about the year ahead in terms of a word we want to grow into, to 
encapsulate our intention for the following 12 months, then adventure and play set in.  
 
Take the time to arrive on the ONE WORD that 2019 will represent for you.  
 
This word ought to be a stretch, a challenge, that when you admit it out-loud it takes your breathe 
away a little at the audacity* of it. Ignore the cutesy and bland words like ‘balance’ or ‘love’ - it’s not 
that these aren’t great words but challenge yourself to find something that feels edgy, unique,  
daring even. 

WHAT IS ONE WORD THAT YOU WANT  
2019 TO STAND FOR?

(USE THE SPACE AROUND THIS PAGE TO WRITE DOWN ALL THE IDEAS, COME BACK TO THEM, CRAFT 
THEM, PLAY, AND THEN WRITE THE ONE YOU SETTLE ON IN THE SPACE BELOW)
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2019one word
Why is this word important to you? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How will this word come to life this year? 
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In what ways will this one word guide you in different areas of your life:  
 
LOVE/RELATIONSHIPS

WORK

FINANCES 

HEALTH

2019
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What are you curious to learn more about? 

 

Where could you feed your curiosity more? 

 
What have you been interested in in the past but have lost sight of it 
because of busyness that you’d love to have more time to do? 

curiosityFollow your
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Make a list of everything you’d like to say no to

 

Make a list of everything you’d like to say yes to 

 
What/who helps you to stretch what’s possible?

curiosityFollow your
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Books that might stretch you?

 

Podcasts that broaden your thinking? 

 
Conferences/Events you could attend this year?

hit listCuriosity
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creativity
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Unleash your

What creative outlets are you drawn to? 

 
What do you want to create this year  
(that has no other purpose then the desire to create it)? 
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creativity
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Unleash your

What beliefs do you have about creativity (or your creative ability)  
that you could challenge?  

 
Are there outlets that you could express your creativity into more?  
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How are you going to care for yourself in 2019?

 

What are self-care rituals could you create? 

 
Where can you visit this year to connect with nature more often?

careRamp up the self
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What does ‘being present look like to you? 

 

How will you look after yourself if 2019 kicks you to the curb? 

 
I feel most energised when…..

careRamp up the self
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What type of movement do you love doing?  

 

What gets in the way of regular movement? 

 
What are your reminders to look after you when life gets busy?

careRamp up the self
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connectionsThe year of

Who is in your cheer-squad?

Who’s cheer-squad are you in? 

In what ways will you build stronger connections with others this year? 

Who would you like to meet, but haven’t yet? 
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connectionsThe year of

Who could you shower with a random act of kindness?  
(and what will you do?)

 

Who could you serve more in 2019? 

 

What does ‘being present to others’ look like to you?
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trackingHabit

Small acts make a big difference. Write down the habits that you want to measure over the 
next few weeks and use this as your progress page. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21
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29 30
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trackingHabit

Small acts make a big difference. Write down the habits that you want to measure over the 
next few weeks and use this as your progress page. 
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Goals
in action 
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Write down key goals that you are chasing in regards  
to these areas of your life. 

Goals

CAREER & FINANCIAL PHYSICAL HEALTH

FAMILY/FRIENDSHIPS MENTAL HEALTH

TRAVEL & ADVENTURE SPIRITUAL HEALTH

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
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focus90 day

Use this space to get more specific about when you will tackle your goals across each  
of the four quarters of 2019. Find your focus points in these 90-day chunks: 

Quarter 1 / January - March 
 
Primary Focus:

Small Behaviour Shifts: (it’s the little behaviours we commit to the make the biggest impact.  
What small daily behaviour shifts will you commit to?)

Adventures: (from staycation to a vacation to just driving a different way home - what adventures will 
you embark on this quarter?)

90 Day Focus Action Plan

January February March
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focus90 day

Use this space to get more specific about when you will tackle your goals across each  
of the four quarters of 2019. Find your focus points in these 90-day chunks: 

Quarter 2 / April - June 
 
Primary Focus:

Small Behaviour Shifts: (it’s the little behaviours we commit to the make the biggest impact.  
What small daily behaviour shifts will you commit to?)

Adventures: (from staycation to a vacation to just driving a different way home - what adventures will 
you embark on this quarter?)

90 Day Focus Action Plan

April May June
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focus90 day

Use this space to get more specific about when you will tackle your goals across each  
of the four quarters of 2019. Find your focus points in these 90-day chunks: 

Quarter 3 / July - September 
 
Primary Focus:

Small Behaviour Shifts: (it’s the little behaviours we commit to the make the biggest impact.  
What small daily behaviour shifts will you commit to?)

Adventures: (from staycation to a vacation to just driving a different way home - what adventures will 
you embark on this quarter?)

90 Day Focus Action Plan

July August September
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focus90 day

Use this space to get more specific about when you will tackle your goals across each  
of the four quarters of 2019. Find your focus points in these 90-day chunks: 

Quarter 4 / October - December 
 
Primary Focus:

Small Behaviour Shifts: (it’s the little behaviours we commit to the make the biggest impact.  
What small daily behaviour shifts will you commit to?)

Adventures: (from staycation to a vacation to just driving a different way home - what adventures will 
you embark on this quarter?)

90 Day Focus Action Plan

October November December
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You being good 
with you is  
the first step  
to living a  
Stand Out  
Life  
- Maz Compton
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When we can envisage the future we want we’re more likely to recognise it 
when it turns up. Step into December 2019 and picture what it is like to have 
created what you wanted this year to be. Soak up the opportunity to turn 
possibility into reality.  
 
What did you have to overcome to achieve this? 

How did your wonder guide you? 

What gave this year meaning? 

Who gave this year meaning?

yearTell me about your
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yearTell me about your

What did 2019 stand for? 

 

How did you live a STAND OUT LIFE in 2019? 

 
How are you celebrating 2019?
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What a year

2019



From Possibility  
to Reality

alisonhill.com.au

alison@pragmaticthinking.com                @alihill                 

/FromAlisonHill                @alihilltweet


